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Anti-Xa monitoring of low-molecular-weight heparin in adult
patients with cancer
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A 68-year-old man developed a right femoral vein deep vein thrombosis and bilateral pulmonary embolism while re-
ceiving chemotherapy for stage IV prostate cancer. His creatinine at diagnosis is 1.4 mg/dL, with an estimated clearance
of 63 mL/min. In patients with cancer, should low-molecular-weight heparin treatment be dosed according to weight,
or adjusted using anti-Xa levels?

Learning Objectives

• Review the evidence for adjusting low-molecular-weight
heparin (LMWH) therapy in patients with cancer, using
anti-Xa activity levels

• Understand the use of anti-Xa monitoring of LMWH in pa-
tients with renal failure

Low-molecular-weight heparin (LMWH) is the recommended an-
ticoagulant therapy for cancer-associated venous thromboembolism
(CA-VTE).1 Randomized trials comparing LMWHwith warfarin for
treatment of CA-VTE have used weight-based dosing.2,3 Because
patients with cancer have a 3-fold higher risk for recurrent thrombosis
and 2-fold higher risk for major hemorrhage compared with patients
without cancer,4 ways to increase efficacy or safety of anticoagulant
therapy are desired. Renal insufficiency during chemotherapy can also
influence LMWH clearance. In other high-risk populations such as
children, LMWH doses are adjusted to maintain therapeutic anti-Xa
levels.5 We completed a systematic review to evaluate the evidence for
adjusting LMWH dosing on the basis of anti-Xa activity in adults with
CA-VTE.

We searched PubMed, Scopus, andWeb of Science, using the MeSH
terms “low-molecular-weight heparin and neoplasms” and “anti-Xa,”
with appropriate synonyms. After removal of duplicates, 79 articles
underwent title and abstract review. Twenty-four articles were evaluated
for inclusion, including references of review articles identified using
Google Scholar. Studies were included if patients with cancer were
treated with LMWH adjusted to maintain therapeutic anti-Xa levels.
One randomized trial,6 1 retrospective cohort,7 and 4 case series8 or
case reports9-11 were included in the analysis.

Several studies reported bleeding and thrombotic outcomes of pa-
tients treated with adjusted-dose LMWH (Table 1). In a randomized
trial comparing weight-based vs adjusted-dose dalteparin, 122 pa-
tients (58 and 64 patients, respectively) were treated with 10 days of
dalteparin therapy for lower-extremity deep vein thrombosis (DVT).6

The mean dalteparin dose was similar between the groups (100 vs

103 IU/kg/injection), and venographic improvement of the thrombi
did not differ. One major and 3 minor hemorrhages occurred in patients
treated with weight-based dosing compared with 3 minor hemorrhages
in patients receiving anti-Xa adjusted dosing. No recurrent DVT oc-
curred. A pulmonary embolismwas suspected in 1 patient in the weight-
based group and 2 patients in the adjusted-dose group. The bleeding and
thrombotic complications did not statistically differ between patients
treated with weight-based or anti-Xa adjusted LMWH. In 3 case reports,
adjusted-dose LMWHwas given because of a bleeding complication,11

recurrent thrombosis,9 or resistance to unfractionated heparin.10 No
subsequent bleeding or thrombosis occurred. Overall, 3 case reports
offer anecdotal evidence for anti-Xa monitoring in patients with cancer
who have experienced complications, but a randomized study did not
show benefit of anti-Xa adjusted therapy.

Two studies included in the review reported whether anti-Xa
monitoring affected management. In a case series of patients with
cancer with recurrent thrombosis despite oral anticoagulation, 6 of 7
patients required a dose reduction in LMWH to maintain therapeutic
levels.8 A larger retrospective review suggested that anti-Xa moni-
toring was less useful.7 Only 56% of patients had anti-Xa levels checked
at the appropriate time, andmanagementwas changed in 12%of patients
(19/157). Therefore, available evidence suggests anti-Xa testing does
not often change dosing of LMWH in patients with cancer.

Because of the prolonged LMWH therapy, oncologists may also be
concerned about accumulation of LMWH over time. In 24 patients
treated in the CLOT trial, anti-Xa levels were available at week 1 and
week 4. There was no statistically significant difference in mean anti-
Xa levels at week 1 and week 4 (1.11 [range, 0.6-1.88] and 1.03
[range, 0.54-1.70], respectively; P 5 .133).12 Anti-Xa levels were
also examined in a randomized trial of enoxaparin vs enoxaparin/warfarin
therapy (15%of patients had cancer). In the 20 patients randomly assigned
to enoxaparin, there was no significant difference in anti-Xa levels
over time. There also was no correlation between anti-Xa activity
and renal function, although all patients had a creatinine clearance
higher than 30 mL/min.13 Current literature does not suggest that
LMWH accumulates over time.
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Despite the elevated risks for bleeding and thrombosis in patients
with cancer, there is insufficient evidence to recommend routine
monitoring and adjusting LMWH on the basis of anti-Xa activity
(grade 2C). However, a previous meta-analysis showed elevated
anti-Xa levels and increased risk of major bleeding in patients with
renal insufficiency treated with LMWH (5% major bleeding in pa-
tients with creatinine clearance 30 mL/min or lower vs 2.4% major
bleeding in patients with creatinine clearance higher than 30mL/min;
odds ratio, 2.25; 95% confidence interval, 1.19-4.27).14 In the setting
of severe renal impairment (creatinine clearance of 30 mL/min or
less), we suggest anti-Xa monitoring if LMWH is prescribed (grade
2B). Adjusted doses of enoxaparin can be considered for patients
with an estimated creatinine clearance between 20 and 30 mL/min.15

Use of unfractionated heparin or vitamin K antagonist treatment are
recommended for patients with more severe renal impairment.15

Future investigation should evaluate the use of anti-Xa monitoring in
patients who have experienced bleeding or thrombotic complications
while receiving weight-based LMWH therapy.

Case summary
Treatment with enoxaparin 1 mg/kg every 12 hours was started. The
patient presented 4 weeks later with worsening renal function (estimated
creatinine clearance, 30 mL/min) and a large back and flank hematoma.
After stabilization of his hemoglobin and kidney function, enoxaparin
was resumed with a 25% dose reduction. Serial peak anti-Xa levels
varied between 0.7 and 0.9 units/mL. The patient has not experienced
further bleeding or thrombotic complications.
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Table 1. Management and outcomes of patients with cancer treated with LMWH adjusted by anti-Xa levels

Manuscript
Patients with cancer

(n, %) Medication
Therapeutic

range
Reason for
monitoring

Recurrent
thrombosis Bleeding

Alhenc-Gelas et al6 4/64 (6%) Dalteparin 0.5-1 IU/mL Randomization 2/64 (3%) 3/64 minor (5%)
Busby et al11 1/1 (100%) Enoxaparin 0.5-1.1 IU/mL Bleeding 0/0 (0%) 0/0 (0%)
Cunningham et al9 1/1 (100%) Enoxaparin 1 IU/mL Recurrent thrombosis 0/0 (0%) 0/0 (0%)
Krajewski et al10 1/1 (100%) Enoxaparin 0.5-1 IU/mL Heparin Resistance 0/0 (0%) 0/0 (0%)
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